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INTRODUCTION

With the explosive growth of the Internet, more and more programmers are trying to incorporate TCP/IP functionality into their programs with varying degrees of success.  The biggest drawbacks to incorporating Internet protocols into programming languages like Visual FoxPro, Visual Basic, and Java are the lack of sufficient detail and explanation in articles or books on the subject and the time consuming process of evaluating each of the rapidly growing number of third party Internet OCX controls and libraries to select from. 

As a programmer who has created some of the world’s most financially successful and popular software programs for the Internet I have suffered through the painful learning process and would like to share with readers some of what I have learned along the way.

This article will cover how to create UDP DNS datagrams to retrieve IP Addresses, MX Mail Server Records, and other data from DNS servers in Visual FoxPro, Visual Basic and Java using various OCX controls and libraries, which is an topic that, despite its immense importance, is just NOT adequately covered in any books, or articles or the RFCs. 

Let us consider the example of creating a Mail Server Application written in Visual FoxPro, Visual Basic, or Java.   While it is possible to use API calls in these languages to access Winsock directly or to use API calls to create RAW SOCKETS directly bypassing Winsock, this approach simply does not work very well in practice and these techniques are well beyond the technical scope of most programmers.  The most common approach is to use a third party OCX control or set of functions that interface to Winsock for you. 

Which Programming Language, 
OCX Controls or Libraries To Use?

Any discussion of what is the best programming language for Internet TCP/IP communications is bound to invoke a lot of controversy because every programmer is partial to the language that they program in.

There is NO question that C++ is the language that gives the programmer the greatest degree of control in programming Internet applications and allows programmers to BYPASS Winsock when necessary to replace the SOURCE IP ADDRESS with a another source IP address which is an important part of many new Internet applications such as proxy DNS servers, and communication programs where the originator of a message is entitled to PRIVACY and may not want to broadcast to world the IP Address of their logon ISP thus allowing hackers and criminals to interfere with the operation of their business. This is equivalent to having an unlisted phone number versus a listed phone number.

Java

There are several reasons why you MIGHT chose Java instead of the traditional C as a programming language. First, Java already has a set of functions built into Java that allow you to access Winsock and create sockets directly without the need for using any third party OCX controls or function libraries.

Second, a Java application can be executed on multiple platforms. When you need a Java application while you are working under Windows 95/98/NT environment, you can execute the application even if the application is compiled under SUN Solaris. Therefore, you don't need to recompile the application under Windows 95/98/NT. However, Java has its limitation.  

Unfortunately, the developers of Java severely CRIPPLED Java and limited what Java can do because of so-called security reasons. I find this handicapping of Java insulting to programmers in that it treats programmers like little children who can’t be trusted.

Visual Basic

While there are a large number of third party Internet OCX controls for Visual Basic to chose from, the problem with all of these controls is that they do not give the programmer sufficient ability to write their own code accessing Winsock.

Most of the code is already written and built into these controls. While this may sound great, it isn’t.  This approach severely limits the programmer’s ability to due many things. However, there is one excellent OCX control, called the Dolphin Socket, that I found that used a radically different approach. The Dolphin OCX control simply connects you to Winsock and allows the programmer the freedom to write their own code!  The Dolphin Socket is very easy to program and gives the most flexibility among the many, many OCX controls I looked at for Visual Basic. 

There is an excellent book, Visual Basic 4.0 Internet Programming by Carl Franklin, that includes an easy-to-follow and very well written discussion of the use of the Dolphin Socket and other controls in Visual Basic. I strongly recommend this book for Visual Basic programmers.

Visual FoxPro

Visual FoxPro has 2 very big advantages over both Java and Visual Basic for Internet applications. One reason is that Visual FoxPro is a database language that is vastly superior to the databases that can be used with either Visual Basic or Java which is critically important when trying to store 20 million email addresses in a database. Try storing 20 million email addresses in an Access database! 

The other reason is due to one incredible company, Communication Horizons, that has created the most powerful Internet library in the world, called NetLib, that was written as NATIVE to FoxPro.  This means that Internet applications in FoxPro using NetLib are vastly superior in performance and reliability to any Internet application written in Visual Basic using third party OCX controls.

The NetLib TCPIP library gives the FoxPro programmer ultimate flexibility to write their own code controlling Winsock in every way imaginable, or the programmer can simply use the well written and very well behaved set of “class libraries” created using the NetLib TCPIP functions that come with NetLib that make it easy to incorporate DNS with MX Lookup, FTP, HTTP, DAYTIME, POP3, SMTP, WHOIS and other Internet protocols into their Visual FoxPro applications. 

Another thing that programmers will really like is that with the NetLib TCPIP functions you can AUTOMATICALLY add multiple sockets to any application in minutes making it run lightning fast!  Just imagine opening 3,000 sockets simultaneously for your mail application without having to do any extra programming! 

Communication Horizons is a very well respected company that has been providing professional programming tools for many years and their NetLib library for FoxPro has made Visual FoxPro the best programming language in the world for Internet applications!

Creating Our Mail Server Application

Let us go back to our example of creating a Mail Server Application written in Visual FoxPro, Visual Basic, or Java.  Regardless of which language we are writing our application in, the Mail Server must be able to query DNS servers using UDP datagrams to lookup IP Addresses and MX Records. So let’s begin by discussing what a DNS server does. The first step is to create a DNS datagram to query the DNS server and the second step is to convert the datagram into the PROPER SYNTAX to feed EACH BYTE of the datagram to the native socket functions in Java, or to the Dolphin OCX control in Visual Basic, or to the NetLib library functions in Visual FoxPro.  NOTE: In the case of NetLib for Visual FoxPro, you can just use the DNS class object that comes with NetLib to get DNS records, including MX Records, automatically without the necessity of creating or decoding any DNS datagrams yourself! But for the purpose of this discussion, I will illustrate the process involved if you did not take advantage of the DNS class library in NetLib and just created the datagram yourself using only the functions in NetLib.

Domain Name Servers (DNS) 

A Domain Name Server or DNS keeps track of the names of all the registered hosts under its domain. Whenever you want to find information about a
particular host, the DNS sends back vital information on how to access
that host and what capabilities it has. Most requests are for resolving
host names into IP (internet protocol) addresses and MX Records.

Common applications like SMTP Mail Servers need to query DNS servers to get the mail server addresses, or as techies call them, MX RECORDS, of the servers they want to send mail to.

What an SMTP Mail Server does is to query a DNS, the DNS computer retrieves information from its database and sends it back to the computer making the request, usually in the form of a UDP DNS datagram. However, both the query and response can be either a datagram or TCP/IP request!  Datagrams are the more common method of querying a DNS and will be the method discussed here.

DNS Resource Records

The DNS has a database of registered hosts and a dynamic "cache" of hosts
that it had to resolve from requests made by remote hosts. The DNS database is organized into what are called “records” where each record contains information
about a particular host. The records themselves are different in that each
record for a host contains different information. Unfortunately trying to explain all of the nuances of a DNS server is beyond the scope of this article, but they are covered in painful detail in RFC 1034 and RFC 1035. We will just touch upon some specific operations of a DNS server.

Types of Resource Records

Before we can retrieve the information from a DNS’s database, we need to determine what type or types of records we want to access. A DNS
carries a variety of record types. As an example let’s consider 2 types of records, namely, a Mail Exchange or MX Record, where TYPE=15, and a Host IP Address Record or TYPE=1 record. An MX Record points to a registered host that can receive mail for a particular domain.  A Host IP Address Record will be necessary if we can't find an MX record because, some hosts can service SMTP without having any MX Record and these capabilities are marked in another record called WKS or Well Known Services. If there are no Host IP Address Record for our host, you can then lookup another type of record that is
rarely used, called the Canonical or CNAME record. It really is an alternate name for a host that shares the same IP address.

How To Access Any DNS for Records

To access a DNS’s records you need to send a query for the records you want directly to the DNS. The DNS looks at the query, then checks it database to fill your request. If the database does not have an answer, then it will do one of
two things based on the query. It can either do a recursive search, which
means it will then query another name server that might be able to satisfy
the request, or, it will send you information on other DNS hosts that may
have the answer to your query. This is called recursion.

The next part is actually constructing the query and then sending it to the
host. The query has a specific format which is discussed in RFC 1035 which should confuse the hell out of anyone who reads it.  You can query a DNS server by a TCP connection or by sending UDP DNS datagram.  The UDP datagram is the preferred method because a TCP connection tends to drastically SLOW DOWN the speed of any DNS trying to handle thousands of requests at one time.  Once the datagram is assembled properly, the next step is to send
it and then wait for a response. When you receive your response, you
must decode the datagram to extract the records. The returned
datagram is returned in 4 basic parts: the original query, and the answer
records, and the authority records, and additional records.

You begin the process of decoding the datagram, by reading the header which contains the count of how many records are in each section. Then you proceed to extract each record from the datagram sequentially. 

Formats for Resource Records

Each resource record has a specific construction in EACH section of the datagram. The answer, name server, and additional record sections are constructed basically the same. The query section is the same as you sent to the DNS except for values like QR, RA, RCODE, AN, NS, and AR (see below).

Since all the records follow one another based on the counts provided in the reply, you just extract them in the order they appear in the datagram. 

Domain Labels and Compression

Just one domain name could be as long as 255 characters and a datagram cannot be longer than 512 bytes which is not enough room for very many records of varying length.  So a system of compression system is used to solve this problem. 

Consider the host name of one large company, namely, “tvbroadcaster.com”. Labels are defined as “the strings between the dots” so that "tvbroadcaster" and "com" are the labels in this host name. 

QNAME (in bytes) = 13 + tvbroadcaster + 3 + com + 0

The number in front of " tvbroadcaster " and "com" tell you how many characters
to read starting from the next position. The dot is automatically assumed
between labels. When you get to the end, you should get another number or a
zero to indicate you got to the end of the domain name. Labels are limited
to 63 characters. 

The compression system works as follows. When decoding a datagram you need to examine each a number position by testing the two most significant bits of the byte representing that number.  If they are both set to 1 it means you are at a pointer.  For example,

pointer = ‘11xxxxxx’   (1 byte)
label    = ‘00xxxxxx’   (1 byte)
Recursion Marker = pointer + label = ‘11xxxxxx’ + ‘00xxxxxx’

To test the 2 leftmost bits of a byte, you can use the AND operator in Visual Basic, Visual FoxPro and in Java on the byte with decimal 192, which will give you 192 if the 2 leftmost bits are both 1’s.

For example, 

192  = ‘1100 ‘ in binary

That means you are at a pointer.  The value of the next 14 bits will tell you where in the datagram you need to go for the next label sequence. To do this, just read the last 6 bits of the pointer byte by subtracting 192 from the entire ASCII value of the byte, multipy by 256 and then add the value of the next byte.

Java has a “byte” array function for converting numbers and characters to bytes, and the value of a "byte" in VB and VFP in a datagram comes back as a string. To get the value, all you need to do is find the ASCII value of that position in the string. For example, the number 9 is actually represented as a tab character (chr$(9)).  All you need is the ASC() function to retrieve the ASCII value which is the number.

How do you get or set the value of a "byte" in VFP and VB?  To get the value of a “byte” you need to find the ASCII value of that position in the datagram. For example, the number 9 is represented as a tab character CHR(9) so you would use the ASC() function to retrieve the ASCII value as  your number. In Visual Basic and Visual FoxPro you the domain “tvbroadcaster.com” would be written as a LABEL in BYTES as follows:

Convert "tvbroadcaster.com"  to a LABEL in VB & VFP as follows:

QNAME (in bytes) = CHR(13) + “tvbroadcaster” + CHR(3) + “com” + CHR(0)

When reading and parsing datagrams you must remember where you left off in the datagram when you come to a pointer.

Normally, when a datagram returns records, the Answer and Authority sections contain the domain names of the resource records and the additional sections contain the IP addresses, if any, associated with the Answer and Authority records. In this regard, as you get closer to the end of the datagram, the more compression takes place.

Time to Live (TTL)

How long do we keep the DNS records that we receive? The field called the Time To Live or TTL indicates how long we should keep each record in seconds. With thousands of requests coming into a DNS server every minute it is important to try to reduce the time required to process each request by placing the record in memory so subsequent searches are made much quicker.
This is especially important when the DNS does a recursive search for a request. What mail server applications will do is to maintain a cached database of MX and IP Address records of domains so it is unnecessary to query the DNS again until a TTL has expired on a particular record which helps to increase performance dramatically. It is ALWAYS a good idea to set the TTL in DNS packets you send from a DNS in response to a query to a very large number so that they are cached by the client’s browser!

Structure of DNS Datagrams

All programming languages use the same datagram format for DNS queries and DNS responses. The format for DNS datagrams is as follows:

·	PSEUDO HEADER
·	HEADER
·	QUESTION
·	ANSWER
·	AUTHORITY 
·	ADDITIONAL

NOTE: The RFCs refer to the Authority and Additional Sections as though they were separate but, in reality, they are simply part of the Answer Section. We include them in this discussion as a part of the Answer section as additional RDATA RECORDS which is what they are in reality.

PSEUDO HEADER
Only if you are programming in C++ do you need to worry about the “pseudo header.”  We will not discuss the pseudo header here. If you are programming in any language other than C++ the pseudo header will be created for you by either Java, or the OCX control or function library you are using to access Winsock.

·	Source IP	(2 bytes)
·	Source Port  (2 bytes)
·	Length	(2 bytes)
·	Checksum	(2 bytes)

HEADER SECTION
The Header Section consists of a 12 bytes set into the following 6 fields:

	2 bytes	ID
	2 bytes	(QR+OPCODE+AA+TC+RD) + (RA+Z+RCODE)
	4 bytes	QD 
	4 bytes	AN
	4 bytes	NS
	4 bytes	AR

ID = '00000000'+'00000000'.  A 2 byte identification number assigned by the program that is creating the query. The DNS server copies this number back into the response so the query and response can be matched up.

(QR+OPCODE+AA+TC+RD ) + (RA+Z+RCODE).  The 2nd field of the header is a 2 byte number called the “FLAGS” field which is made up of a series of “flags” called “QR, OPCODE, AA, TC, RD, RA, Z, and RCODE.” The easiest way to understand how to create each byte of this 2 byte number is to write each byte as a binary number as follows:

1st byte	QR + OPCODE + AA + TC + RD   = ‘0’ + ‘0000’ + ‘0’ + ‘0’ + ‘0’
2nd byte	RA + Z + RCODE	  = ‘0’ + ‘000’ + ‘0000’

QR 	= '0'       	(1 bit) query=0, response=1
OPCODE 	= '0000' 	(4 bits)    
		0, standard query
		1, inverse query
		2, server status request
		3-15, reserved for future use
AA 	= '0'       	(1 bit) Non-Author=0,Author=1
TC 	= '0'       	(1 bit) Truncation    
RD 	= '0'	(1 bit) Recursion Desired,copied to response
RA	= '0'		(1 bit) Recursion Available   yes=1, no=0
Z	= '000'   		(3 bit) future use, always set to 0
RCODE	= '0000' 		(4 bits) set by sender copy to response
		0, no error
		1, format error, unable to interpret query
		2, server failure
		3, name error, applies only to authoritative servers
		4, not implemented, does not support this query
		5, refused

QD = '00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000'.  Unsigned 16-bit (4 byte) integer specifying the number of entries in the question section.     

AN = '00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000'.  Unsigned 16-bit (4 byte) integer specifying the number of resource records in the answer section.     

NS = '00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000'.  Unsigned 16-bit (4 byte) integer specifying the number of name server resource records in the authority records section.     

AR = '00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000'. Unsigned 16-bit (4 byte) integer specifying the number of resource records in the additional records section.

QUESTION SECTION
The Question Section ALWAYS begins with the 12th BYTE of the datagram counting the first byte as the 0th byte.  By convention, the bytes in a datagram are numbered starting from 0 instead of 1.

QNAME.  This is a domain name represented by a series of LABELS, where each LABEL consists of a length octet followed by that number of LABELS containing each character of the domain name. The domain name terminates with the zero length octet, or null label. The null label is written in Visual Basic and Visual FoxPro as “CHR(0).”  NO padding used, may be odd # of octets. Whenever a domain name is REPEATED, compression is used to represent the second time as domain is REPEATED.  See APPENDIX I below for typical example given in the RFCs.

QTYPE = '00000000'+'00000000'.  This is 2 octet (2 byte) code which specifies the type of query. Listed below are the only values in actual use at this time.

	  1, host IP address
	  2, DNS, authoritative domain name server
	  5, canonical name for an alias
	  6, marks start of a zone authority
	11, a well known service description
	12, domain name pointer
	13, host information
	14, mailbox or mail list information
	15. mx record
	16, text strings

QCLASS = '00000000'+'00000000'. This is 2 octet (2 byte) code which specifies the class of the query. Listed below are the only values in actual use at this time.

	1, Internet
	3, CHAOS class
	4, Hesiod


The FINAL QUERY DATAGRAM for a is then the concatenated string of bytes:

Query Datagram = ID + ;
	(QR+OPCODE+AA+TC+RD) + (RA+Z+RCODE) + ;
	QD + ;
	AN + ;
	NS + ;
	AR + ;
	QNAME + ;
	QTYPE + ;
	QCLASS

The response datagram sent back in response to a query by the DNS server is much more complicated to construct and decode.

ANSWER SECTION
The response datagram contains the original query and the following ANSWER SECTION REPEATED for each answer.

RNAME. This is a domain name from the query. The response datagram usually compresses the RNAME so it is represented by a RECURSION MARKER and a POSITION MARKER. For example, you would most commonly see something like this in an actual datagram:

Byte 31:  -64  =192 Recursion Marker
Byte 32:  12            Go to position Byte: 12 

RTYPE = '00000000'+'00000000'.  This consists of 2 octets (2 bytes) containing one of the QTYPE codes.

RCLASS = '00000000'+'00000000'. This is 2 octet (2 byte) code which specifies the class of the query using one of the QCLASS codes.

TTL = '00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000'.  This is a 32 bit (4 byte), unsigned integer that specifies the time interval (in seconds) that the resource record (RR) may be cached before it should be discarded. A zero value is interpreted to mean that the RR can only be used for the transaction in progress, and should not be cached.

RDLENGTH = '00000000'+'00000000'  (2 bytes) 16 bit unsigned integer
The RDLENGTH is fixed and equals 4 value for QTYPE=1

RDATA = DIFFERENT FORMATS 
A string of octets whose format and length vary according to the TYPE and CLASS. For example, if the TYPE is 1 and the CLASS is IN, the RDATA is a 4 octet string representing the IP Address.

	QTYPE = 1
	IP ADDRESS = '00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000' (4 bytes) 

	QTYPE = 15
MX RECORD = PREFERENCE + EXCHANGE
PREFERENCE ('00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000'+'00000000' 4 bytes) Preference is a 16-bit Integer  which specifies the preference given to this mx record among other mx records at the same owner.
EXCHANGE.  Domain which specifies a host willing to act as a mail exchange for the owner name.

HINTS:
Position Markers ONLY appear at the beginning of RNAME and  RDATA!
Position markers begin with "11" and labels begin with "00" in binary notation.


Sending The DNS Datagram We Created
 
In order to send a datagram that we create in BINARY FORMAT it is necessary to convert the BINARY FORMAT into a SYNTAX of BYTES that the OCX control or function library used can interpret correctly as BYTES. Let’s look at how we do this in Visual FoxPro, Visual Basic, and Java.

Datagram Byte Format in Visual FoxPro

The Byte Format of the DNS datagram is the SAME in both Visual Basic and Visual FoxPro but I will discuss each language separately because FoxPro uses the NetLib functions whereas Visual Basic uses the Dolphin socket.  The differences in function syntax is minor. For example, in FoxPro we use the function “CHR(9)”, whereas in Visual Basic the syntax for the same function is “CHR($9).” 

To create a DNS Query using the NetLib DNS Class is very easy.  For example, to do a DNS query for a MX RECORD you would simply set the following properties of the class object:

DN.nQtype = RR_MX
DN.nQClass = 1	
DN.cQName = domain name
DN.cServer = DNS server to be querried

The MX RECORDS are very neatly placed into a convenient array where we can access the MX RECORDS for the domain name in question.

However, the DNS Class is limited at the time of this writing to only DNS queries. If you want to create a full-blown DNS server or you want to send DNS replies you must add a new method to the DNS Class in NetLib. To extend or generalized NetLib’s DNS Class you can create a set of properties of the class, or simply create a set of public variables as follows:

PUBLIC nID, nQR, nOPCODE, nAA, nTC, nRD, nRA, nZ, nRCODE
PUBLIC nQD, nAN, nNS, nAR, nQTYPE, nQCLASS

Create a new method of NetLib’s DNS Class called “dg” and put the code from the “send” method into the new “dg” method you created.  Then replace the following code in the send code you copied into the “dg” method...

=============== REPLACE THIS CODE =============
This.nID = INT(SECONDS()/4)        && random ID number
#define Q_OPCODE    0*2048
#define Q_TC        0*512
#define Q_RD        1*256
This.cRequest = BTOC2(This.nID) + ;
        BTOC2(Q_OPCODE+Q_TC+Q_RD)+ ;
        BTOC2(1) + ;
        REPL(CHR(0),6) + ;
        NAM2LBL(This.cQName) + ;
        BTOC2(This.nQType) + ;
        BTOC2(This.nQClass)

==============================================

...with the following more generalized code in your new “dg” method:

nID = INT(SECONDS()/4)               && random ID number
#define ID             nID
#define QR            nQR*32768                (32768 or 2^15)
#define OPCODE  nOPCODE*2048
#define AA            nAA*1024
#define TC            nTC*512
#define RD            nRD*256
#define RA            nRA*128                     (128 or 2^7)
#define Z               nZ*16                          (16 or 2^4)
#define RCODE    nRCODE*1                  (1 or 2^0)
#define QD           nQD
#define AN           nAN
#define NS           nNS
#define AR           nAR
#define QTYPE   nQTYPE       
#define QCLASS  nQCLASS   

This.cRequest = BTOC2(ID) + ;
BTOC2(QR+OPCODE+AA+TC+RD+RA+Z+RCODE) + ;
BTOC2(QD) + ;
BTOC2(AD) + ;
BTOC2(NS) + ;
BTOC2(AR) + ;
NAMETOLABEL(QNAME) + ;
BTOC2(QTYPE) + ;
BTOC2(QCLASS)

I came up with an ingenious trick of representing EACH “bit” of the bytes above by shifting the position of each bit as shown above.  A function like "BTOC2()" converts an integer to a 2-byte (network) character string.  A 'network' character string is HL rather than Intel format LH. 

NOTE: that you do not need the extra CHR(0) to each of the values: BTOC2(QD), BTOC2(AD), BTOC2(NS), and BTOC2(AR), because BTOC2 actually creates two bytes for each of these values.

FUNCTION BTOC2
LPARAMETER n
RETURN CHR(INT(n/256)) + CHR(MOD(n,256))

FUNCTION NAM2LBL
LPARAMETER cName
LOCAL k, l
l = ""
DO WHILE !EMPTY(cName)
	k = AT('.', cName)
	IF k > 0
		l = l + CHR(k-1)+LEFT(cName,k-1)
		cName = SUBSTR(cName,k+1)
	ELSE
		l = l + CHR(LEN(cName)) + cName
		cName = ""
	ENDIF
ENDDO
l = l + CHR(0)
RETURN l

Both FoxPro and Visual Basic store 2-byte integers represented by 2-byte character string in the following byte order:

LOWBYTE + HIGHBYTE, or CHR(MOD(n,256))+CHR(INT(n/256))

Where MOD(n,256) yields the LOW order byte, while INT(n/256) yields the HIGH order byte.

This is because Intel stores 2-byte integers internally with the LOW order byte first and the HIGH order byte second.  However, most other processors (including the Internet itself) stores the HIGH order byte first and the LOW order byte second. 

HIGHBYTE + LOWBYTE, or CHR(INT(n/256)) + CHR(MOD(n,256))

So the BYTES of the DNS datagrams must be feed into the NetLib functions in the order of, HIGHBYTE + LOWBYTE, or the REVERSE of how they are represented in FoxPro.

Another method of sending datagrams with NetLib’s FoxPro functions is to simply create a new method, call it “sdg”, for sending raw datagrams or DNS datagrams to desired DNS server with NetLib’s N_P_SENDTO function, e.g.,

        nSocket = N_P_SENDTO(SOCK_DGRAM,-1)
        nLength = N_P_SENDTO(nSocket,cHostAddress,IPPORT_DNS,cDatagram)
        DO WHILE !N_P_RECVLEN(nSocket) == 0 .AND. INKEY(.5) == 0
                && loop until data key press
        ENDDO
        IF N_P_RECVLEN(nSocket) > 0
                cReply = N_P_RECV(nSocket,MAX_LENGTH)
        ....

where cDatagram = This.cRequest, or any other data you want to send such as text as in the case of “Chat” programs.


Datagram Byte Format in Visual Basic

In Visual Basic you would use the Dolphin Socket (best OCX control for VB).  The datagram is created in the same way as in Visual FoxPro. You would start by creating the following set of PUBLIC variables: nID, nQR, nOPCODE, nAA, nTC, nRD, nRA, nZ, nRCODE, nQD, nAN, nNS, nAR, nQTYPE, nQCLASS

#define ID              nID                             
#define QR            nQR*32768                (32768 or 2^15)
#define OPCODE  nOPCODE*2048
#define AA            nAA*1024
#define TC            nTC*512
#define RD            nRD*256
#define RA            nRA*128                     (128 or 2^7)
#define Z               nZ*16                          (16 or 2^4)
#define RCODE    nRCODE*1                  (1 or 2^0)
#define QD           nQD
#define AN           nAN
#define NS           nNS
#define AR           nAR
#define QTYPE   nQTYPE       
#define QCLASS  nQCLASS   

dsSocket1.Send = BTOC2(ID) + ;
BTOC2(QR+OPCODE+AA+TC+RD+RA+Z+RCODE) + ;
BTOC2(QD) + ;
BTOC2(AD) + ;
BTOC2(NS) + ;
BTOC2(AR) + ;
NAMETOLABEL(QNAME) + ;
BTOC2(QTYPE) + ;
BTOC2(QCLASS)

Where the functions BTOC2(AR) and NAMETOLABEL(QNAME) are the same as defined in the example for Visual FoxPro. The datagram “value” for Visual Basic is the same as in the case of Visual FoxPro but FoxPro has the MAJOR advantage of not using an OCX control which results a lot less control and reliability than NetLib’s function library written native to FoxPro itself!


Datagram Byte Format in Java

Java has built in functions that make it easy to send DNS datagrams.
Java allows you to create a “byte array”, bq[ ], and to simply pass this byte array directly to the datagram socket. Java makes it easy to set each byte of the datagram. For example, you can easily create a DNS Query Packet in Java as follows:

try {
        //send an IP query
        d = InetAddress.getByName(tf_querydns.getText().trim());
        String m = tf_queryip.getText().trim();
        makequery(m,id++);
        pq = new DatagramPacket(bq, bq.length, d, p);
        s.send(pq);
        ta_display.append("\nRequesting IP Address for: "+
                       tf_queryip.getText().trim()+"\n");
      }
      catch (IOException exception) {
        ta_display.append(exception.toString()+"\n");
        exception.printStackTrace();
      }

private static void makequery(String name,int id){
    String outbuff=new String();
    outbuff+="idfg01000000";//head
    outbuff+=".";//add a ":" before the string of name
    outbuff+=name;
    outbuff+=".";//add a "." after the string of name
    outbuff+="qtqc";  //query type, query class
    outbuff.getBytes(0,outbuff.length(),bq,0);
    bq[0]=0; bq[1]=(byte)id;//set id number
    bq[2]=0;bq[3]=0;//set flag: query=0, response=1
    bq[4]=0;bq[5]=1;//No. of question:1
    bq[6]=0;bq[7]=0;//No. of anwser RRs
    bq[8]=0;bq[9]=0;//No. of authority RRs
    bq[10]=0;bq[11]=0;//No. of additional RRs
    //--- begin to set qname
    pos=outbuff.indexOf(".");
    while(pos<outbuff.lastIndexOf('.')){
      bq[pos]=(byte)(outbuff.indexOf('.',pos+1)-pos-1);
      //count the number of characters between two "."
      pos=outbuff.indexOf('.',pos+1);
    }
    bq[pos]=0;//end of Qname "strTerminater =0"
    bq[++pos]=0;bq[++pos]=1;//set Qtype, set to "15" for MX RECORD
    bq[++pos]=0;bq[++pos]=1;//set Qclass
    pos++;//position set to the begining of RR
  }

I won’t go into further details here because most books on Java contain numerous example of setting up the byte array for DNS datagrams in Java.
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APPENDIX I

There is always 1 question it has 3 parts name (encoded as "labels", see below)
type (16 bits)
class (16 bits)

The other 3 (answers, authorities, additionals) all look alike (and there may be any number of them). They have 6 parts:

            name, type, class - just like the question section
            ttl (32 bits)
            len (16 bits)
            data (len bytes data)  -- format varies by what the name is (an A, MX, PTR, SOA, etc)

You ask about 'A' (address) and 'MX' (mail exchange records). The A record data is 1 or more 32 bit addresses (i.e. LEN should be a multiple of 4). And the MX record is a 16-bit value (the preference) followed by a label which is the hostname of a mail exchange.

Ok, now you are talking about how labels are formatted. They use a compression scheme to avoid repeating suffixes.  Here's an example from the RFC, suppose you need to send the labels F.ISI.ARPA, FOO.F.ISI.ARPA, ARPA, and "." (the root).  Further assume the 1st byte of the label is 20.
Then you would send:

  +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+            |
  20 |0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1|     'F'       | 21         |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+            |
  22 |0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1|     'I'       | 23         |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+            |
  24 |       'S'     |     'I'       | 25         ^
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+      <____ |
  26 |0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0|     'A'       | 27        ||
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+           ||
  28 |       'R'     |     'P'       | 29        ||
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+           ||
  30 |       'A'     |0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0| 40 "end"  ||
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+           ||
          (gap 1)                                |^
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+           ||
  40 |0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1|     'F'       | 41        ||
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+           ||
  42 |       'O'     |     'O'       | 43        ||
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+           ||
  44 |1 1|0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0| 45  ------(+  pointer to byte 20
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+           |
         (gap 2)                                 }
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+           |
  64 |1 1|0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0| 65 -------+ pointer to byte 26
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
         (gap 3)
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
  92 |0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0|                 "end"
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Say you are parsing a reply packet, and after the header and question stuff you find yourself at byte 20 so you start parsing:
Y find:
           1 byte label 'F'
           3 byte label 'ISI'
           4 byte label 'ARPA'
           0 byte label (the end, so you have 'F.ISI.ARPA.'

Now you are probably out of data (remember the len field) for the question section (gap 1) so you parse the answer section and find yourself at byte 40 looking for another, so you find:

           a 3 byte label 'FOO'
           a 192 byte label -- that makes no sense, labels are
                               63 bytes max -- this must be a
                               pointer, so take our low 6 bits 
                               and the next 8 bites:
           a pointer to byte 20, so we just to byte 20 and continue
           a 1 byte label 'F'
           a 3 byte label 'ISI'
           a 4 byte label 'ARPA'
           a 0 byte label (the end, so you have 'FOO.F.ISI.ARPA.'

As we continue to (gap 2), probably the authority section, we are at byte 64, and we find:
           a pointer to byte 26, we jump to 26 and find:
           a 4 byte label 'ARPA'
           a 0 byte label (the end, so you have 'ARPA.')

Finally, at (gap 3) which is probably after the additonal section header we find ourself at byte 92:
           a 0 byte label (the end, so you have '.')


APPENDIX II

ASCII stands for American Standard Code for Information Interchange and is the standard for representing the alphabet and numbers in a computer.
There are only a limited number of letters and other characters that we need in the computer. We need small and capital letters (52 altogether), numerals (10), and a few handfuls of other things like periods, commas, math symbols, and so on. And we need to represent these letters by numbers, so that computers can do things like comparing them to each other for operations like sorting lists alphabetically. 

As it turns out, we only need seven binary digits that can count from zero to one-hundred and twenty-seven, or, in binary between 0000000 and 1111111. 

The standard computer byte is eight bits which is not needed for ASCII, is used to extend the range of characters that can be represented by a byte, by using it to represent other symbols like lines and non-English characters. 

One bit more actually DOUBLES the range of the binary count that is possible in the code. Since 0000000 to 1111111, seven bits, represents 128 different codes, 10000000 to 11111111, eight bits, represents another 128 codes. 

   Decimal      	Hex         	ASCII Character
  ===================================
   0   to 31    	0  to 1f    	special "Control" codes
   32           	20          	the space character
   33  to 47    	21 to 2f    	characters !"#$%&'()*+,-./
   48  to 57    	30 to 39    	numerals 0 to 9
   58  to 64    	3a to 40    	characters :;<=>?@
   65  to 90    	41 to 5a    	letters A to Z
   91  to 96    	5b to 60    	characters [\]^_`
   97  to 122   	61 to 7a   	letters a to z
   123 to 126   	7b to 7e    	characters {|}~
   127          	7f         	the delete key

This list above represents the entire ASCII character set. Note that everything in this chart is a character except for the codes from decimal 0 to 31, and 127. These codes in general represent actions that are useful when displaying text, or used to issue instructions.  For example, decimal code 13 represents pressing the Return key (often called Enter) and 12 tells a printer to jump to the top of the next page (called a Form Feed). There's even a code 7 rings the bell.  The extended character set fits in the range from decimal 128 to 255 and are often used to make non-English characters or graphical symbols. 

The chart above shows that the characters are arranged in order, particularly the letters and numerals, so that not only does A come before B, but the number code that represents A is less than the code for B making it easy for a computer to sort characters alphabetically.

Another convenient trick built in to the ASCII code is the ability to easily change a capital (upper case) letter to a small (lower case) letter. Note that the hexadecimal range of the capital letters is 41 to 5a while the range for the small letters is 61 to 7a. Here are two examples of the binary code numbers of small and capital letters being compared. 

A  (hex 41)  01000001
a  (hex 61)  01100001

Z  (hex 5a)  01011010
z  (hex 7a)  01111010

Looking at the binary numbers in each case reveals only one bit that is different. A computer can easily change any capital letter into a small letter simply by changing that bit from 0 to 1.  This also makes it easier to compare two letters, especially useful when searching for a word, since the computer can safely ignore that bit for the comparision. 


APPENDIX III

OCX Controls & Function Library Resources

NetLib for FoxPro  
Communication Horizons
65 High Ridge Road, Suite 428
Stamford, CT 06905 USA
203-656-0448 (voice)
203-655-4049 (fax)
http://www.netlib.com
email: netsupport@netlib.com


Dolphin Socket for Visual Basic
Dolphin Systems
13584 Kennedy Road North
Inglewood, Ontario, Canada 
905-838-2896 (voice)
905-838-0649 (fax)


Recommended Reading

Visual Basic 4.0 Internet Programming by Carl Franklin
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Java Network Programming by Elliotte Rusty Harold
O’Reilly & Associates, Inc.


